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liquid crystal  (flussige kristalle) 



birefrinence from Maxwell 



birefrinence colors 

  d = sample thickness 
  Δn = birefringence 

  λ = wavelength 













pathways to LCs - anisotropy of shape or interaction 
(orientational ordering) 

molecular 
rods 

director   n 



nematic schlieren texture 

between clean glass plates 
 (n parallel to the glass, unconstrained in-plane) 



Kyoto Prize 
citation 

cyanobiphenyls – George Gray (University of Hull) 

5CB – the liquid crystal hydrogen atom 



discovery 

 1888: 
 Austrian botanist 

Friedrich Reinitzer, 
working in Prague 
(on carrots) 

observes 2 ‘melting points’ in cholesterol benzoate: 

solid           →       hazy liquid      145C 
hazy liquid         →         clear liquid      178C 

observations are disruptive, work viewed with skepticism 

chirality!  



cholesteric (chiral nematic) textures 

between treated glass plates 
 (n normal to the glass) 

Grandjean wedge cell texture 
 between treated glass plates 
 (n parallel to the glass, 
oriented parallel to wedge) 



discotic nematics 

H. Chen, JMC (2012) 



pathways to LCs - fluid interfaces (positional ordering) 



smectic A textures 

between clean glass plates 
 (n parallel to the glass, unconstrained in-plane) 



smectic A focal conic domains 

Georges Friedel 
1922 



cyclides of Dupain - parabolic 



cyclides of Dupain – ellipse / hyperbola 

J.C. Maxwell from amazon.com 



smectic C 

φ(r) 

        3D  XY  
       model 

de Gennes (1972) 

SmA 

SmC 

layers parallel to plates 



calamitic liquid crystal phases 



molecular origins of smectics 

Bolhuis,  
 Frenkel, JCP (1997) 

hard spherocylinders 

L 
D 

Onsager (1949) 

L 

D 



  soft spherocylinder polymer with 
rigid core and flexible chains 

  molecular flexibility controlled by 
bond angle bending spring 
constant Kbend 

  studied using NPT MD simulation 

adding flexible tails… 



βKbend = 1/4, βPD3 = 6 

SmF 

βKbend = 4, βPD3 = 1.8 

SmC 

βKbend = 64, βPD3 = 0.4 

N 

βKbend = 16, βPD3 = 1.2 

SmA 

SmI 

βKbend = 1, βPD3 = 5 

g⊥(r) g⊥(r) 

g⊥(r) g⊥(r) 

gives smectic phases 



phase diagram of flexible-tail spherocylinders 



discotic columnar phases 



pathways - fluid interfaces generate anisotropy 

Long et al. J Fluor Chem (2012) G. Srinivas,  IBM Almaden 

hydrophobic 
hydrophillic 
water 



block copolymers 

PMMA polystyrene 



triblock copolymers 



lyotropics 



lyotropic  variations 



nanoporous silica from lyotropic liquid crystals 

~ 10 of  the 20 most cited liquid crystal papers 



hierarchical self assembly 

V. Percec (Penn) 



bola-amphiphiles 

C. Tschiercke (Halle) 



bola-amphiphiles 

C. Tschiercke (Halle) 



chromonic liquid crystals 

M. Wilson, JACS (2012) 

nematic columnar 



chromonic liquid crystals 

Spada, JACS (1989) 

N* 

CU 

Lavrentovich (Kent State) 

guanine quartets 

DNA 

alignment 



molecules 

Iso – Smectics - Xtal 

J. Goodby  
(York) 

Iso - Xtal 


